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ABSTRACT 

The writers organize a round table discussion to analyze and debate the most important 

issues in Indian management research. They worry about the tendency of Indian scholars to 

absolutely imitate western research and publishing methods. They advocate self-assured 

indigenous scholarship, which meets the growth and educational requirements of the country 

through the use of research frameworks and methodologies as well as separately evolving 

curricula, content and distribution methods, with the same rigor as the Western models, at 

the IIM Bangalore in December 2011. Initially, the criticism of the so-called US research 

method totally disregards the topic. Obviously, the models must include climate, but it is like 

the forest for trees being totally disregarded. We only begin to appreciate a player once they 

have won a global fight, irrespective of their amount of tournaments. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

India is rapidly expanding its business education sector. It may be the beginning of a new era 

in India's business and education institutions. Business education and schools must have a 

strong body of knowledge, in order to assist the efficient management of Indian businesses, 

organizations, and agencies. Education of businesses and institutions in India would be lost if 

there was no real adaptation to the Indian context. Many individuals now think they are at 

this level and question their education and curriculum[1].They are on the road to select 

whether to make money via the creation of stores and the distribution of certificates or to 

invest in scientific-based business education over the long term. The timing appears perfect 

for India's education and institutions to become one of the world's top management 

institutions (Fig. 1)[2]. 
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Fig. 1: The Investigators Have A Primary Focus, For Example, To Learn More About 

Cardiovascular Disease Or Cancer, But The Data Collected From The Cohort Over 

Time Can Be Used To Answer Many Questions And Test Many Possible Determinants, 

Even Factors That They Hadn't Considered When The Study Was Originally 

Conceived. 

While research, as the experts at Indian Institutes of Technology remark, is disappointing, our 

basic worry is still there. Because of Indian management research, the gap between business 

development and management research is growing[3]. In order to effectively represent 

management students, professionals and the growing academic population in India, the author 

needs to build up cutting-edge skills, practices and appropriate indigenous concepts. 

Although the vast majority of them are renowned, few saw a complete and appropriate study 

on the administration of Indians. They should instead be taught by Chinese management 

academics who have succeeded Asian professionals and published in the Asia Management 

Academy. There are many educational options available, all of which may influence the 

practice significantly. The recently held outstanding quality at IIM Bangalore has motivated 

our enthusiasm in management research in the future of India[4]. 

Although teachers, students and learners have condemned other unpleasant comments. His 

comments should act as a wake-up call for Indian business schools to expand their 

curriculum. Comments like these from various people and organizations may become 

increasingly frequent if they do not pay attention, endangering India's reputations of business 

schools and institutions. Instead of placing exchanges, IIMs and other top management 

schools need to become temples for learning and knowledge creators[5]. 

The presentation was evaluated as a promising suggestion that the future prospects of 

summer 2011 should be further investigated. Among the participants were the Aston 

Business School in the UK and Dr. Naresh Khatri of the University of Missouri in the US. 

Some of the issues expressed in this notice were addressed in the Symposium's main topics: 

(i) Should Indian academics be one of the earliest series which helped set the tone for this 

symposium idea by using US/Western conceptions and their own autochthonous concepts? 

(ii) Can Indian research on management in terms of publishing and assessing and rewarding 

research results be followed by the US/West paradigm? (iii) Will it be simpler for students of 

Indian management in the U.S. and Western Europe to develop and improve? (iv) How can a 

critical group of managers and academics be discovered[6]? 
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2.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

P. Navarro et al. acknowledged that Indian management research settings are inadequate, and 

the authors are unsure of the approach they have followed or of the findings they have 

reached. You seem to imply that publishing a top-level U.S./West journal list in the Financial 

Times is the only way to save people. The author would end up guiding Indian management 

researchers on the incorrect path, according to the author's proposal. It may not be helpful for 

the Indian management studies to write for their readers, backgrounds and apply their 

thoughts and methods for publishing in those articles in the long run. The author thinks that 

Indian managers may blindly imitate western methods and therefore no information should be 

given by the author's research. Authors believe it is essential to establish our own high-level 

journals to encourage thorough and suitable management analysis in India[7]. 

C. Taylor et al. explained below are short talks from the participants at the symposium, which 

address the issues posed above. The unique talents, feelings and prejudices of each tongue 

are. Many prominent people in India have expressed dissatisfaction about the present 

scenario in management science and the development of information. They advocated for 

more emphasis on managerial capacity development in India instead of depending on 

expertise from industrialized countries, particularly the US. The underlying assumption in 

such exhortations is that Indian researchers would not only have better research, but also 

higher rankings if they followed great methods. In other words, in the beginning, you don't 

need to start. What Indians, who want to contribute to studies in India and in the United 

States, must follow in the footsteps of world-renowned commercial and academic schools? In 

establishing the parameters of the management study in India, the Author believes that 

greater attention is required rather than just copying other countries' best practices. If 

required, the author should be prepared to reinvent the wheel[8]. 

A. S. Tsui et al. stated a number of factors may be related to the existing situation of the 

management studies in India. Until recently, there was practically no recognized study 

amongst local participants in nearly every area in India, including nations, students or 

managers. As a result, most academics and doctors were pleased to focus on previous studies. 

The broad consensus, that the importance of Western research in India was rarely questioned, 

was appropriate for Natural Sciences. Consequently, only a tiny percentage of instructors at 

Indian Management Schools invest significant time and effort on original research, rather 

than acquiring skills from elsewhere. Failure to plan and/or finance research have all 

impacted the restricted research effort owing to the under-estimation of local research. In my 

view, the most essential component was the honesty of the Indian scholars in their ability to 

articulate their position, whether it was different from that of the developed world[9]. 

S. Ghoshal et al. said the lack of confidence comes from the Indian researcher's system. As 

has been stated before, only a small number of individuals are doing original research, and 

even those without access to the required resources are successful. Every business is faced 

with its own set of problems and scientists want to understand more about and possibly assist 

address these concerns. A group of academics who investigate a family of problems thus 

agree on the scope of the study and on the appropriateness of the research method. As a 

consequence, research that doesn't fit preset criteria, or produces anything, is only natural for 

information gatekeepers in the West. However, it is unfortunate that the so-called gatekeepers 

of knowledge from India, who are mainly educated in top western institutions, are unaware of 

the development of indigenous knowledge, because key problems and methods fail to meet 

with Western standards. Ironically, many management journal editors, regardless of the 

logical notion employed in the social sciences, stay faithful to the idea. As a consequence, in 
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India and elsewhere, there are few newsletter for non-conforming science, making it much 

tougher for anybody who dare to challenge it and try something fresh[10]. 

 

3.  THE STATUS OF INDIAN MANAGEMENT STUDY AND ITS FUTURE 

PROSPECTS 

The author argues management studies conducted in India by experts, the majority of whom 

are Indian inheritances, from outside the region are inadequate. Most foreign specialists, 

including those mentioned above, believe that the situation is generally normative and 

therefore appropriate for various cultures, including India. While some universal ideas and 

structures may apply in the Indian context, others cannot, the authors argue that we need to 

rethink and update our ontological and epistemological assumptions. Because the sense is the 

heart of social science, it offers major difficulties to generate real study findings of 

hypotheses and paradigms based on conclusions that may or may not be true in India. In 

addition, the publication status of the original researcher is linked. Like China, in the 1970s 

and 1980s it was (and is) a hotbed for management. If a classified publication is a criterion, 

then authors believe that it is detrimental for scientists who want to replicate Western 

research paradigms honestly. 

According to this statement, we need to rebuild our own forms of indigenous equitable and 

sustainable development. On the other side writers believe that production models need to be 

backed by authors? Given the present state of Western economies and the well-known 

negative environmental and cultural repercussions of previous types of development, now is 

the moment to speak out and be heard by Indian experts. Researchers have been encouraged 

to defend democracy against full science that harms freedom of speech and foreign scientific 

methods and concepts must be maintained. 

Social science philosophy has given many criteria to recognize a theory or research stream as 

important. My presentation would concentrate on three kinds of criteria. I Coherence, and (ii) 

Relevance or practicality. The degree to which the truth value of a theory is determined by 

the outcomes of the phenomena of interest is evaluated via correspondence. When strictly 

implemented should be disregarded a hypothesis based on variables or principles that are not 

easily visible. Most management theories fail in this evaluation but if the theory does have 

certain characteristics, it is usually accepted by the university to allow some variation. The 

degree to which a hypothesis or observation is compatible with previous field knowledge. 

Under the notion that acquired knowledge must be generated during the time referred to as 

natural science, fresh research must conform or be ignored to the current paradigm. Finally, it 

takes into consideration the usefulness or significance of the information in actuality. The 

desire to convince themselves and others that their work is essential is motivating most social 

scientists. Many management researchers want to adhere by specific criteria in their study, 

but priority should be one while attempting to reach the absolute lowest level in the other 

two. Based upon how these three criteria are prioritized, the research is split into three 

streams. 

Practical research is the oldest management research field in India. IIM Ahmadabad is 

strongly connected to it. The validity and practicality is given precedence over the other two 

parameter categories. When established in the years following independence, the main aim of 

the IIT and IIM was to assist in the engineering profession (and a few sciences). These 

institutes provided facilities and training for local academics. Consequently, these animals 

were affected by western ideals. The application of fundamental principles of management 
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that have been only slightly modified to fit to local circumstances to educate and practice 

managers. The aim was to produce competent managers who would help to establishing a 

solid national corporate foundation. 

This viewpoint was later shared by faculty members from other institutions and locally 

trained instructors. This method has eventually been adopted by other business schools. 

Moreover, several institutions have been rewarded for outstanding teaching instead of good 

science. The result was virtually the abandonment of any effort over time to build, cultivate 

or study local knowledge. Nevertheless, the author believes that scientists should continue 

because the circumstances of the nation have changed. To deal with our unique problems, 

writers need to be able to develop our own competence. 

In India, there is the second stream of positivist analysis. This stream may be linked to IIM 

Calcutta more closely than the other earlier IIMs. To contribute to science, it relies heavily on 

Western ideas and analysis, left-wing or right-wing, and on the use of positivist, mainly 

quantitative, methods. This stream verified conformity with existing communication 

paradigms and global recognition has been given to individual’s contributions to this area of 

study, their incomprehension of Indian culture and contempt for actual norms. Management 

academics take this path for greater emphasis on science in order to meet with national 

standards. Those who came to the view that positive research is the path to the Indian 

academics, especially those of Indian heritage. Many institutions in India are providing 

incentives for professors to undertake such research. Most Indian researchers, particularly 

those not educated in the West, may lack the competence to carry out such studies. Moreover, 

even equipped people may be hard to convince themselves to undertake such test activities 

because of their need for communication and practical needs. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The author believes that it would be beneficial for India to attempt to increase awareness 

about the aforementioned forum. Everyone has 'deadwood' to be cut off before being used in 

the modern Indian sense. However, everyone has a heart that in the same situation is 

extremely needed. As a consequence, India needs to establish a research environment to 

promote synergies between the three sources in order to produce a distinctively Indian model. 

In addition, academics should be concerned with collecting and preserving genuine and 

useful data, whether abstract, analytical or actual, rather than succumbing to the rat race and 

the temptation to achieve a top business school classification. Lastly, it is essential that we 

encourage Indian academics to think 'originally' rather than to copy them, whether or not the 

prevailing global paradigms are suitable to our circumstances. The finest location in India and 

its surrounds to start recovering management education and abilities. 

A comprehensive and appropriate study of India is urgently needed, as stated above. This is 

to assist universities, sources of funding, publication networks, professionals, businesses and 

organizations, and others. Too far, the majority of internationally-published research has been 

carried out by academics outside of India, who use mainly ideas, systems and the USA and 

the UK, as well as Japan to a lesser degree. As a consequence, most of these academics have 

acquired alignment with the concept of global homogeneity in management science. 

Although in these studies different methods and ideas have been applied in the Indian setting, 

the research needs to be performed in particular situations and context-related concepts and 

approaches have been emphasized. It may be both dishonest and disastrous to disregard the 

significance of the research. Furthermore, the Indian management system is not clearly linked 

with the existing regional clusters of countries according to study results, and India is 

developing as an island of culture.  
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In addition, the majority of famous Indian Management schools, according to their historical 

circumstances, utilize textbooks comparable to those which substantially enhance their 

Management Graduates. In order to strengthen the gap between theory and practice by 

carrying out context-related research, especially in the present challenging Indian corporate 

climate, the establishment of pluralist and indigenous management scholarships is needed. 

We have to develop new and suitable routes and go beyond our previous comfort zones to 

perform analysis utilizing structures and structures relevant to the situation. This effort is 

hazardous and time-consuming, but a significant distinction which offers a solid foundation 

for a management study by Indians. IAM has given the world's and India's scientists a much-

needed forum for these efforts. It may also be a connection for collaboration and cross-

disciplinary research in sub fields. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In summary it has provided everyone with an interest in India a great opportunity to create 

and share information that is genuinely useful, well-checked and proven. The top U.S. 

Business Institutions' Business Administration (MBA) core curriculum were evaluated and 

many of the characteristics of an optimal MBA program were ignored by these institutions. 

He observed that elite business schools lacked multidisciplinary cooperation, development, 

an entire perspective, not just ethics but also education in social responsibility. To start with, 

the argument is entirely missing from the rejection of so-called American research 

paradigms. Clearly, the models have to be adjusted to Indian climate, but it is like losing sight 

of the wood for the trees that they completely ignore. In India, the author offers cricket as an 

example, considering his status as a religion. People only start to appreciate a player, 

regardless of how many national tournaments he has competed. He exalts himself in a global 

competition. See how many people attend national competitions including the finals and how 

little attention is given to these events on TV. 
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